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Abstract. In ordered logic programs, i.e. partially ordered sets of clauses where
smaller rules carry more preference, inconsistencies, which appear as conflicts
between applicable rules, are handled by satisfying more preferred rules, at the
expense of defeating lesser rules. We show that this formalism can be exploited
to obtain a simple implementation of abductive systems, where abducibles are
assumed false by default, but weaker rules can be used to introduce them, if
necessary. Moreover, the approach can be extended, without leaving the ordered
programming framework, to support abductive systems involving preference, either on the set of abducibles or on the system description. The latter case appears naturally in applications such as legal reasoning where rules carry a natural
precedence. However, combining preference on abducibles with a complex theory structure brings the complexity, e.g. of the relevance problem, to   , and
thus such systems cannot be simulated by ordered programs.

1 Introduction
Order (or preference) in logic programming represents one of the possible ways to represent non-monotonic reasoning problems. The preferred answer set semantics of [23,
21] uses a partial order defined among the rules in a program to prefer certain extended
answer sets above others, where the extended answer set semantics is a natural extension of the classical one [16], dealing with inconsistencies by allowing contradictory
rules to defeat each other.
Consider the program in Fig. 1, where rules in lower levels are smaller (more preferred) than rules in higher levels.
This program has two preferred answer sets, i.e.   and  . The rule 
not  forces to be in every preferred answer set of the program, without providing
a justification for it. To justify , rules such as  in the next higher level have
to be applied, but  or  can only be employed if necessary to derive , as
otherwise not  ! and not "#$ are preferred. In fact, without the rule  not % ,
the program would have the single answer set  not  # not "#& not  .
The above program can be regarded as an abductive system where the theory consists of the rules '( )*  , the set of abducibles is  + and ' contains the
,
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Fig. 1. Ordered program simulating abduction

manifestations. This system clearly has   and    , i.e. the corresponding program’s
preferred answer sets, as subset minimal explanations for ' .
We extend the above approach by allowing the theory of an abductive system to be
an ordered program. This is useful, e.g. in legal reasoning systems where laws are often
ordered w.r.t. legal precedence. Abductive systems using such a theory would prefer
explanations based on laws with higher precedence. It turns out that this extension also
nicely maps to ordered programming using the intuition depicted in Figure 1, replacing
the rules ( and   with the ordered theory.
Traditionally, for abductive systems, one usually restricts to subset minimal explanations. Here, we generalize this criterion to support a preference relation between abducibles and then preferring explanations that are minimal w.r.t. the induced partial
order. Having a partial order on abducibles is useful, e.g. when certain abducibles are
more likely to occur or more expensive to handle. Again, this extension can be accommodated by a similar construction as the one shown in Figure 1.
Interestingly, when considering the combination of both extensions, i.e. an ordered
theory and an ordered set of abducibles, the above approach breaks down, as it will
treat both preference relations (on the abducibles and on the system) as a single order,
and thus the program will usually yield preferred explanations that are optimal w.r.t.
the (more specific) system order, ignoring the preference structure on the rules corresponding to the abducibles. It turns out that such abductive systems cannot be simulated
by ordered programs because the complexity of e.g. the relevance problem for abductive reasoning with such combined systems lies in  , which cannot be expressed by
ordered programs [23].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief
overview of the preferred answer set semantics for extended ordered logic programs
while Section 3 recalls classical (logic programming based) abductive systems. Section 4 generalizes these abductive systems by allowing an ordered program as the system description, thus inducing a preference relation on the possible explanations. We
present an algorithm transforming such an ordered abductive system into an ordered extended logic programs. Abductive systems with a partial order relation on the abducibles
are considered in Section 5, together with a transformation to abductive systems with
an ordered theory. Furthermore, we show that a combination of both order relations
into a multi-ordered abductive system cannot be captured by the preferred answer set

semantics. Section 6 discusses the relationship with other approaches. Conclusions and
directions for further research are stated in Section 7. All proofs can be found in [22].

2 Preliminaries
We use the following basic definitions and notation. A literal is an atom  or a negated

atom
. An extended literal is a literal or a naf-literal of the form not   where
is



a literal. The latter
form
denotes
negation
as
failure:
not
is
interpreted
as
“
is
not

 
true”. We use to denote the ordinary literal underlying an extended literal, i.e.
if

 
not



while
if
is
an
ordinary
literal.
Both
notations
are
extended
to
sets
so

  
      

a set of extended literals, while not  

 , with
 not  

for any set of (ordinary) literals .




to denote
 For a set of literals we use
       where   . Also,
denotes the positive part of , i.e.
The Herbrand


 is an atom  . 
  
base of , denoted  , contains all atoms appearing in , i.e. 

 .A
"!
set  of literals is consistent if  
.

$#
For a set of extended literals , we use
the literals underlying ele 


%#  to denote


ments of that are not ordinary literals, i.e.
not  

%#  '&
$#  . It follows that
is consistent iff the set of ordinary literals 
not 


 is consistent.

An extended rule is a rule of the form (*) where (
) is a finite set of extended
literals and  ( ,+.- . A simple rule is an extended one with (
) containing only
ordinary literals. We will often confuse a singleton set with its sole element, writing
rules as *) or *) .
An extended logic program (ELP) is a countable set / of extended rules of the form

a finite set of extended literals, and  ( 0+"- , i.e. ( is a singleton
( *) where (  ) # is 1
!
or empty. If (
, i.e. all rules are free from naf-literals, / is called a simple
) 
program (SLP). The Herbrand base 
of and ELP (or SLP) / contains all atoms

2 . An
appearing in / . An interpretation  of / is any consistent subset of 




interpretation  is total iff
.

'3
 " if   in case
istrue
 An extended literal

 w.r.t. an interpretation  , denoted 
 
is ordinary, or 54
if
not
some
ordinary
literal . As usual,  
for
    for8

7  9

some set of (extended) literals iff 6
.

  : , if    , <4=! , whenever
;) is satisfied by  , denoted 
 A rule :




) , i.e. if : is applicable (
) ), then it must be applied (  )
).

For a simple program / , an answer
set
is
a
minimal
interpretation
that is closed
7 
/   : ).
under the rules of / (i.e. 6>:
For an ELP / and an interpretation  we use / ?
3 / to denote the reduct of / w.r.t.
?
 , i.e. /2?
@:
/    :  . We also define
the GL-reduct
for / w.r.t.
#
#  , denoted / ,
&
&
as the program
of those
 consisting

#
# rules ( not A(   B) ? not B)  where ( C)
is in / ,   not B)  and   ( . Note that all rules in /
are free from negation
? is a simple program. An interpretation  is then an answer set of /
as failure, i.e. /

?
iff  is an answer set of the reduct / . An extended rule :
( .) is defeated w.r.t.

/ and  iff there exists an applied competing rule :ED
(FDG)D such that @( H(2D
is inconsistent. An extended answer set for / is any interpretation  such that  is an
&
answer set of / ? and each unsatisfied rule in /
/ ? is defeated.

An extended ordered logic program (EOLP) is a pair    where is an ELP
. When is a SLP, the pair
 is a well-founded strict partial order on the rules in
   is called an ordered logic program (OLP). Intuitively, :<: indicates that : 
is more preferred than :  . In the examples we will often represent the order implicitly
using the format

and





where each  ,  , represents a set of rules, indicating that all rules below a line are
7
7
 :  
  
more preferred than any
of the rules above the line, i.e. 6 6: 
7
     for short.
:   :    or
6 
Let /
  be an EOLP. For subsets  and  of
we define  iff
&
7!
&
7
6:    : 


:"# : . We write %$& just when '( and
 4
 . For )* +), extended answer sets of
 , we define )-.), iff / 0-
/1 . As usual, )2$)3 iff )* 4), and )* 4
), . An answer set for an EOLP /
is any extended answer set of . An answer set for / is called preferred if it is minimal
w.r.t.  . An answer set is called proper if it satisfies all minimal (according to  ) rules
in .

3 Classical Abduction
Classical abductive systems use ELP’s, i.e. programs containing both classical negation
and negation as failure, to describe the theory under consideration. Our definition of the
classical abductive framework is based on the one from [20], which in turn is based on
the belief set semantics from [9].



Definition 1. An abductive logic program (ALP) is a triple 5
76 +8 +)  , where 6
is a ELP representing the theory, 8 is a set of literals representing the abducibles and
)
is a set of literals representing the manifestations.


; 
A subset 9
for 5 iff there is an answer set : for 6

3 8 is an explanation
;
9
 such that )
:
:
-8 .
and 9

3

Intuitively, an explanation contains those abducibles that should be assumed true to
justify the manifestations from the theory.
Example
1. Suppose that a radiator in the room is cold, while it should be hot, i.e.


)
=<?> @BA C+DA ED!FG>!C  . This may be explained by any of the abducibles in 8
IH> J?KMLN@ OH> PQ>!RLNC TSCU>VILNH PWK=XYP ZSCU>VLH [ML?D F\LNC  . The theory 6 describes how
these abducibles affect the central heating system.
HW>

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> HaH>

J?KMLN@

HW>

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> HaH>

PQ>!RLNC

<+>!@BA

C+DA ED!FG>!C

bSNC+>VILNH

<+>!@BA
PK=X

<+>!@BA
PeH>

RD!FGLC

bH>

C+DA ED!FG>!Cd<?> @BA

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> H

<+>!X#SK^]_FcE>!H
RD!FGLC

dSNC+>VILNH

[QL?D F\LC

E.g., without power, fuel or a working heater, no combustion can take place which,
in turn, affects the temperature of the water and the radiator. Alternatively, a broken
water pump prevents warm water from passing the radiator.

9





Some of the explanations for <?> @BA CUDA!ED F\> C are 9 


^SCU>VLH PWK=XYP  , 9
^SCU>VLH [ML?D F\LNC  and 9







H>

J?KMLN@

IHW>



, 9#




H>

J?KML@ QSNCU>VLH







PM> RLC
PK=X



.

P

9 
9  , i.e. the
in Example 1 is likely to be redundant since 9
Note that 9
manifestations can be explained using a subset of the abducibles in 9 .
In general, we assume that sets of abducibles may carry a preference order. Preferred
explanations then correspond to explanations that are minimal with respect to this order.









+ a partial order relation on
76 +8 +)  be an ALP, with
Definition 2. Let 5
+
explanation of 5 is called -preferred iff it is minimal w.r.t. + .



. An

Often, + is taken as the subset order although cardinality order is also used (e.g. in
abductive diagnosis, if all components in a circuit are equally likely to fail, cardinalitypreferred explanations are more likely). In Example 1, 9- , 9' , 9  and 9
are 3
preferred explanations.
Definition 1,
 which follows [11, 12], differs from the definition in [6] which does not
require the 9
:% 8 condition. This influences the set of explanations, as illustrated
in the following example.





Example 2. Consider the abductive program 5
76 +8 +)  with 6 containing

D E C E H J?KMLN@ PWK=XYP
>!K=F > J
A ELN]LN@ and <+D!C A>L_] H> F ]_F\D C_F 
> K=F > J
A!EL_]L@ , 8

^> K=F > J A!EL_]L@ D!E C E H J?KML@ PK=X P  and )
^<?D!C AI>LN] HW> F ]_F\D C_F .
The semantics of [6] yields ^>!K=F > J A ELN]LN@  as a -preferred explanation while
3
^> K=F > J A!EL_]L@ D!E C E H J?KML@ PK=X P  is -preferred according to Definition 1. Thus, [6]
3
returns the “root abducibles” of the problem, leaving out side effects. On the other hand,
Definition 1’s solution includes the side effects, which is useful in this example, as just
refueling diesel will not completely fix the problem: one must also ventilate the fuel
pump.

4 Abduction with Ordered Theories
Often, the rules making up the system description display a natural preference order.
E.g. in legal reasoning, the clauses representing laws are ordered according to their
legal precedence. Naturally, with an ordered system description, one would prefer explanations that maximally satisfy that theory; in particular more preferred rules should
only be defeated as a last resort.





Definition 3. An abductive
ordered logic program (AOLP) is a triple
b
A/ U8 +)  , where /
  is an EOLP representing the theory, 8
is a set of
literals representing the abducibles and ) is a set of literals containing the manifestations.
9
iff there exists an extended answer set : for

 A subset
&
3 8  is an explanation




9
 not  !
8
9 , such that )
:< 8 .
3 : and 9
For an explanation 9 , we use
to denote the set
, i.e. the reduct of
3
w.r.t. the extended answer set : .



 





Note that there may be several extended answer sets : , and associated reducts
,
to justify an explanation 9 . An explanation is called proper iff it has an associated
reduct
satisfying all minimal (according to  ) rules in .





,





Example 3. Consider the AOLP
A/
cidents, where / is depicted below and 8


:

K=E @ F



:
:

]LN@ J



:





 representing the trial of shooting inIK=HD!C_X#L?A F [=CUL?D F\LNHWL+A I]U[M>>!F#QAL?DA  .

+)

]U[Q>> F#"AL?DA

aF7[^CUL?D

AILJNLHQ]L

K=E @ F

]LN@ J



U8

AILJNLHQ]L

F\LHL?A



]U[Q>> F#"AL?DA N]LN@ J



]U[Q>> F#K=HD!C_X#L?A

ALcJNLNHM]NL



The preferred rules :  and : state that one cannot be found guilty if one acted out
of self defense and that self defense cannot be invoked if one shot an unarmed person.
The more general rules :  and :  present the default treatment for a fatal shooting and
a possible justification (having been threatened by the victim) for self defense.

]U[M>>!F#QAL?DA
Assuming that the facts of the case (i.e. the manifestations) are 
F [=CUL?D F\LNHWL+A  , the latter claimed by the defendant, a lawyer eager to obtain a conviction

will search for an optimal explanation of )
   !K=E @ F  .
has two explanations for ) , namely 9 
]U[Q>> F AL?DIA F7[^C+L+D!FGLHL?A  , corre



sponding to the answer set : 
)
I]LN@ J AILJNLHQ]L  and 9#
9 

 IK=HW D C_X%L?A  cor
responding to both : 
)
IK=HWD C_X%L+A
]LN@ J
AILJNLHQ]L  and : D
)
IK=HD!C_X#L?A
]NL@ J
ALcJNLNHM]L  . The corresponding sets of satisfied rules w.r.t. these explanations are



& 
&
& 
0
0
/
@:  ,
1
1
/
@:   and
/
@:
:  . Only 9  is a
1
1
proper explanation.











The preference order among explanations is based on the
sponding sets of satisfied rules.



order among the corre

   and    1 sets of rules corresponding
   is preferred
upon
  , denoted

if






  iff

  otherwise
An explanation is preferred iff it corresponds to a minimal (w.r.t. )   .
Note that the special clause for
 
  is necessary, e.g. when both and

Definition 4. Let be an AOLP with 0
with the explanations 9  and 9# . Then,
0

0

2

1

9

1

9



0

0

1

0

1

0



0$

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

9

0

:

satisfy all rules in



0

1

1

:

. In such a case, the smaller (w.r.t.





&

3



) explanation is preferred.

Example 4. In Example 3,
1
1
/  :  is the unique minimal (w.r.t. ) reduct.
Therefore, the lawyer should attempt to establish K=HD!C_X#L?A in order to obtain a conviction.



We show that -preferred explanations of an AOLP can be retrieved from the preferred answer sets of an EOLP    corresponding to . The construction is such that,

for a given AOLP
c 
&U8 +)  , the proper preferred answer sets of    represent the -preferred explanations of , i.e. for any proper preferred answer set : of
   , : -8 is a preferred explanation and the other way around.
The construction of    follows the intuition sketched in Section 1.
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  as a tagged set, such that    
     .

We abuse notation by considering
as
although, as sets of rules,

 

may not be the same



– The bottom component  of    , whose rules will always be satisfied, consists
of a set of “constraint” rules that enforce the manifestations, without providing a
justification for them. As the manifestations ) should be derived from an explanation combined with the theory, the constraint rules have the form  not  ,
)
.
– On top of the bottom component, we put the theory ordered w.r.t.  , simulating
that we want as many specific rules satisfied as possible, while still deriving the
manifestations.
– On top of the highest components in  , i.e. its least preferred clauses, we put
a component  with rules of the form not   , for each abducible
8 ,
simulating that abducibles are normally not assumed to be true. This ensures that
the semantics will prefer answer sets that maximize non-assumed abducibles, but
only if this does not imply that a more preferred rule becomes defeated.
  introduces the possibility to assume abducibles.
– The topmost component 
For each
8 ,  contains a rule
 that provides a justification, if necessary,
for . Note that all rules in  have a stronger competitor in  .





Intuitively, if no abducibles are necessary to explain the manifestations, any proper

preferred answer set will satisfy all rules in 
 , defeating all rules in  . If,
however, the manifestations cannot be explained without assuming some abducibles,
the semantics will, in order to satisfy the rules in  , call upon rules in  to introduce
them.
The following definition formalizes the above construction.







Definition 5. Let
/
   
of is defined by    




8  ,
  not  ! 












be an AOLP. The EOLP version  
 "4   , where 

8  and

'  not 
)
 .

&+8 +)



 U

 

Example 5. The EOLP corresponding with the system from Example 3 is shown below.
AIL?DA



]U[M>>!F



K=HD!C_X#L?A



F7[^CUL?D F\LHL?A



not +AL?DA $
not 

not \]U[M>>!F+$

$

K=HWD C_X%L+A

!K=E @ F

not 

a]

F7[^CUL?D F\LHL?A

]NL@ J

ALcJNLHQ]L



]LN@ J

ALcJNLHQ]L

a]

[M>>!F#K=HWD C_X%L?A

a]

[M>>!F#AIL?DA ]NL@ J

F [=CUL?D F\LNHWL+A

!K=E @ F

]U[Q>> F



AL?DA



!K=E @ F
F [=CUL?D F\LNHWL?A

$

[M>>!F#AIL?DA





AILJNLHQ]L

not \]U[Q>> F
not UAL?DIA 
not K=E @ F 
not  F7[^CUL?D F\LHL?A 



The only preferred answer set for this program is :
 K=E @ F ] [M>>!F ^AL?DA IK=HD!C_X#L?A
]NL@ J
ALcJNLHQ]L ^F [=CUL?D F\LNHWL+A  , corresponding with the unique preferred explanation 9  .
In general we have the following correspondence.





Theorem 1. Let
A/ +8 +)  be an AOLP. Then, 9 is a preferred explanation for

iff 9
:
-8 . for some proper preferred answer set : of    .





In abductive logic programming [6, 20], the problems of relevance and necessity are of
natural interest, where relevance means deciding if a given abducible is contained in
some preferred explanation, while necessity refers to checking whether is contained
in all preferred explanations.
For abductive ordered programs, checking whether a subset 9
3 8 is an explanation for an AOLP can obviously be done in polynomial time. Thus, checking whether
is not a preferred explanation is in NP, i.e. guess a subset 9D
9
3 8 such that 9D 29 ,
which can be done in polynomial time, and verify if it is an explanation. Now, finding
a preferred explanation 9 can be done by an NP algorithm that guesses 9 and uses an
NP oracle to verify that it is not the case that 9 is not a preferred explanation.





Theorem 2. Let
a given abducible
 -complete.



A/

+8
8

+)

, for





be an AOLP. Deciding the problem of relevance, for
is  -complete, while deciding necessity for is

Showing the hardness part of Theorem 2 can be done by a reduction to the known

7
problem of deciding whether a quantified boolean
;   ; 

formula

  
7
assume that 
with each a conjunc6   
 is valid,


1 where we
 may
  ).
tion of literals over
with
;   U;   and
   
 ( 
The construction is inspired by a similar result for abductive programming under 3
preferredness in [6], illustrating that the preferred explanation semantics does not involve any computational overhead w.r.t. classical abductive frameworks.

5 Ordering the abducibles
Often, abducibles are themselves partially ordered according to some preference, e.g.
because one abducible is more likely to occur, or cheaper to verify, than another.
An abductive logic program with ordered abducibles, induces a partial order on the
explanations of the abductive system.
Definition
6. An abductive
logic program with ordered abducibles (ALPOA) is a tuple


`5   , where 5
6 U8 +)  is an ALP and  is a strict2 partial order relation
on the elements in 8 . The explanations of are the explanations of 5 .
&
7
&
7
9 
9 
D 9  9 

D.
For explanations 9  and 9  , 9  9  iff 6





Intuitively, 9  is preferred over 9# if any abducible Q from 9  but not in 9# is
 Q in 9# but not in 9  . It can be shown
“covered” by a “less preferred” abducible Q
that  is a partial order, provided that the inverse of  is well-founded, see Lemma 1
in [22].





Example 6. Extend Example 1 to an ALPOA
c5
as follows IHW> J?KML@ HW> PM
> RLC 3
SCU>VILH PWK=XYP



 H> J?KML@  and 9 
IHW>
that the explanations 9 
2

A strict partial order  on a set 
and transitive.

is a binary relation on 





with the abducibles ordered
[ML+D!FGLC . It can be seen
RLC  are both  -preferred.

SCU>VILNH
PM>

that is antisymmetric, anti-reflexive

Each  -preferred explanation is also





3 -preferred.

c5   be an ALPOA. Every  -preferred explanation 9
Theorem 3. Let
a -preferred explanation of 5 .

3

If the order on the abducibles is empty,  -preference reduces to

of



is

3 -preference.

all
Theorem 4. Let 5 be an ALP. Then,

! 3 -preferred explanations of
the preferred explanations of
`5
 .



coincide with

5

An ALPOA can be transformed into an equivalent AOLP3 by placing, for a given
6 U8 +) &  , 6 in the most preferred component of an ordered proALPOA
gram.
On
top
of
this component, we put a component  containing rules of the form

:  not  $ , for each abducible
8 , simulating that abducibles are normally not
assumed to be true. To take into account the preference relation between abducibles, we
order the rules in  such that the AOLP semantics, when confronted with the necessity
D . So, it suffices to have :  ":  , i.e.
to defeat either :  or :  , will defeat :  if e
the order on  is the reverse of the order on 8 .
The following definition formalizes the above construction.









76 U8 ?) &  be an ALPOA. The AOLP version of , deDefinition 7. Let
 



6 U6

#U8 +)
 , where 
noted D> @ P   , is defined by DI> @ P$ 



 not   
8  . Furthermore,
 stands for not    4 not     with
8
iff  
  
 .







Example 7. The AOLP corresponding with the ALPOA from Example 6 is

D> @ P!

A/ U8 +)  , where / is shown below.



not 

HW>

J?KML@!

not 

not +SNC+>VILNH
not USCU>VILH
HW>

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> HaH>

J?KMLN@

HW>

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> HaH>

PQ>!RLNC

<+>!@BA

C+DA ED!FG>!C



bSNC+>VILNH

HW>

PM> RLC

PK=X

P

[ML?D F\LNC

<+>!@BA
PK=X

RD!FGLC

bH>

C+DA ED!FG>!Cd<?> @BA

<+>!@BA
PeH>

$

!
!

<?> X%SNK^]_F`E> H

<+>!X#SK^]_FcE>!H
RD!FGLC

dSNC+>VILNH

[QL?D F\LC

It can be seen that D>!@ P$  has two proper preferred explanations, i.e. 9
preferred explanations of .





and 9


, the

In general, we have the following correspondence.





`5   be an ALPOA. Then, 9 is a preferred explanation for
Theorem 5. Let
iff 9 is a proper preferred explanation for DI> @ P$  .





Since the construction of Definition 7 is polynomial, it follows that the complexity
results for ALPOA’s are similar to those for AOLP’s (Theorem 2).
It is natural to combine ordered system descriptions with a preference order on abducibles, yielding the notion a of multi-ordered abductive logic program. A preferred
explanation for such a program is obtained by selecting the best (according to the abducible ordering) explanation from among the explanations that are preferred according
to the system ordering.
3

A direct simulation by an EOLP is also possible, using a construction similar to the one proposed in Section 4.





Definition 8. A quadruple
A/ U8 +)   is a multi-ordered abductive logic program (MOALP), where / U8 +)  is an AOLP as in Definition 3 and  is a strict partial
order relation on the elements in 8 .
A subset 9
3 8 is an explanation 9 for iff 9 is a preferred explanation of
A/ U8 +)  (Definition 3). Such an explanation 9
of
is preferred iff it is minimal
(among the explanations) w.r.t.  (Definition 6).





Checking whether a subset 9
3 8 is an explanation for the AOLP A/ U8 +)  can be
done in polynomial time, while checking whether it is not a preferred explanation is in
NP. Thus, checking whether 9 is not a preferred explanation of can be done by an
NP algorithm that guesses 9D  9 and uses an NP oracle to verify that it is not the
case that 9D is not a preferred explanation for A/ +8 ?)  , thus this problem is in  .
Finding a preferred explanation 9 for can then be done by guessing 9 and using a
is not preferred.
 oracle to verify that it is not the case that 9









A/
Theorem 6. Let
for a given abducible
 -complete.

U8

+)
8



, for





be a MOALP. Deciding the problem of relevance,
is  -complete, while deciding necessity for is

Hardness is obtained by showing that the complement of relevance is  hard,

this by a reduction to
problem of deciding whether a quantified
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Theorem 6 implies that MOALP’s go beyond the capabilities of the answer set semantics for ordered programs, which are limited to   [23]. However, it can be shown
that, if the preferred explanations of the AOLP
 
#U8 ?)  all satisfy the
same rules in the ordered theory, an OLP containing both the ordered theory and the
ordered abducibles, using the construction of Definition 7 where 6 is replaced by / ,
will compute the correct preferred explanations of the MOALP.



6 Relationships To Other Approaches
A number of different characterizations for abduction exist, both in the context of logic
and logic programming, e.g. [4, 17, 13, 7, 6]. Early formalizations of abduction used theories in first order logic, while [13] introduced an abductive framework in the context of
logic programming. Later, generalized stable models [8] were introduced as an extension of the stable model semantics [10] to handle abductive reasoning. Independently,
[9] formalized a similar idea, called the belief set semantics, providing an abductive reasoning formalism for systems containing disjunction, negation as failure and classical
negation. In [11, 12] this semantics was used to formalize abductive extended disjunctive programs. Another formalization of abduction for logic programming was given in
[6], using definitions closer to the first order logic approaches. Example 2 illustrates the
difference between [6] and [11, 12].
Most approaches suggest the usefulness of a preference relation among explanations, with subset-minimality an obvious candidate, although other orderings have also

been proposed, e.g. cardinality minimal explanations, where preferred explanations are
minimal w.r.t. the number of abducibles in it.
[5] mentions a possible formalization of preferred explanations for a linearly prioritized set of abducibles in the context of abduction for classical logic. The more general
preference relation on explanations of Definition 6 reduces to the one used in [5], for
the case where the underlying partial order on abducibles is linear.
Although a variety of proposals exist for extending logic programs with some kind
of preference relation [14, 15, 2, 19, 1, 3, 24, 23], we are not aware of any prior work on
abduction for such programs.
Reducing abduction to model computation has been done before, e.g. [18, 20] provide a different method for transforming abductive logic programs into disjunctive logic
programs, using the possible model semantics, but only for the subset-preferred case.
Section 4 can be regarded as an extension to more general preference relations. Moreover, our approach does not need disjunction to obtain the simulation as it relies on a
single mechanism (order) to simulate both abduction and minimality.

7 Conclusions and Direction for Further Research
We have extended abductive logic programming to systems involving preference, in
either the theory or the set of abducibles. Since such reasoning can be simulated using
EOLP, which is equivalent to OLP (i.e. programs without negation as failure) [21], an
implementation of OLP, e.g. using the algorithms described in [23], can be envisaged
to perform abduction.
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